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SUMMARY

Spherical or platelike precipitates were prepared in aluminmn alloys
with 1 to 4 weight percent copper. The effects of controlled sizes snd
distributions of particles were determined by creep, tensile, and hard-
ness measurements, by quantitative metallographic evaluation of the psr-
ticle ctiacteristics, and by X-ray and electron-microscope examinations.

Single-phase strength curves, interpolated between high-temperature
and room-temperature data, give the strength of the alloy matrix which is
then subtracted from the measured strength of the psxticulate .aHoy. The
difference is thus a measure of the contribution of the particles t.othe
strength of the alloy.

For spherical particles the usual decrease in strength with
increasing spacing is noted up to a criticsl spacing of about 50 microns.
Beyond this critical spacing the strengthening due to spherical perticles
increases to a large value at spacings of about 500 ~crons. The same

. shape of curve is obtained from room-temperature tensile strengths as with
minimm creep rates, in spite of the profuse stress-induced precipitation
that occurs during the creep tests.

s
Platelike psrticles, on the other hand, show incre=ed strengthening

as the spacings increase to about 15 microns, then a decrease in strength-
ening follows with wider spacings. At room temperature the psrticle
strengthening of platelets reaches about double the highest value attained
by spherical.particles.

Reversals in the overall strengths of alloys with fine or coarse
spacings (less than the critical) are noted. At low and high stresses
alloys with finer spacings sre stronger than those with coarse; at inter-
mediate stresses the alloys with coarse spacings are stronger.

.

The importmce of the matrix composition in relation to alloy
strength is shown. Precipitation during the test does not necessarily.
increase the strength of a two-phase alloy above that of a single-phase
alloy with the ssme overall composition.

*
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INTRODUCTION .

The plastic properties of alloys with hard particles dispersed in a G
softer phase are generally believed to depend on the mean distance between
the particles. However, as more detailed investigations are made, more
discrepancies in the original simple relationships become apparent. As
the limits of particle spacings and sizes are broadened, as the tempera-
ture of the test is extended upward, and as the.time of test is

—

lengthened, additional data conflicting with the early views and theories
are uncovered.

The importance of particulate alloys, from the standpoint of
increased -performanceat elevated temperatures ud under increased loads,
makes further detailed studies of particle strengthening effects particu-
larly worthwhile.

—
Modern advances in experimental techniques, especially

in quantitative metallography, have pointed up the possibility of profit-
ably undertaking additional work in this field. The smalysis of the
behavior of alloys with very fine particles is also more promising since
the increased availability of the electron microsccrpeaugurs a new and
rewarding treatment of small-particle effects. Recent improvements in
quantitative mathematical.methods for obtaining the size distribution
curves for three-dimensional particles, from measurements made on the
two-dimensional plane of polish, should also lead to important findings.

The complex nature of commercial creep-resistant alloys usually
prevents sm evaluation of the basic factors that contribute to their
desirable qualities. By simplifying the experimental conditions, the
basic factors may be uncovered more readily. This policy has been
pursued here by Investigating the effects of relatively controlled pre-
cipitate shapes, sizes, amounts, and distributions on the strength of
high-purity alloys of alumlnum-opper. By appropriate heat treatment
procedures particles approaching true spheres have been obtained; like-
wise, alloys with remarkably large platelike particles were made avail-
able for study. With the somewhat artificial conditions obtainable in
the laboratory, alloys have been produced with particle spacings much
larger thsm those previously available for study. Thus, it has been
possible to delineate behavior patterns that have not been detected
previously and which may lead to a more general, rational.explanation
of observed effects in commercial alloys.

This investigation was conducted at Batelle Memorial Institute
under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The authors wish to acknowledge
the assistance of Mr. R. D. Smith throughout the experimental progrsm
and the services of Messrs. John Roach, James Shambach, Lester Giesel,
and Harold Hawkins. Photomicrographs were p.qeparedunder the super-
vision of Mr. Robert Buchheit; electron-microscopepictures were pre-
psred by Mr. Arthur Young, and the X-ray results, by Mr. John Schroeder.
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Subscripts:

i size subdivision

P particle

t total
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BACKGROUND

Mamy examples.of the effects of dispersions on the strength
properties of alloys are available in the literature. The overall
problem has been reviewed recently (ref. 1) with a distinction being
drawn between alloys composed of ductile phases ad those containing
hard intermetal.licphases dispersed in a relatively soft ductile matrix.
The present investigation is concerned with alloys belonging to the
latter classification.

Early investigations of the effect of the microstructure of alloys
on their strength were qualitative In nature and dealt mostly with room-
temperature mechanical properties. Later, because of an increasing
interest in high-temperature applications, more attention was paid to
creep end creep-rupture testing. Qualitative studies of the relative
high-temperature performance of alloys were based on the initial micro-
structure, on the initial.grain size, or on different heat treatments.

Unfortunately, conflicting results were obtained which could not be
resolved readily on the basis of the available information. For example,
in some cases a lager grain size resulted in an increased creep strength,
whereas the opposite behavior was noted in other instances. Also, the
microstructure yielding the maximum creep resistance under one set of
conditions was not necessarily the best structure for another temperature
or stress. Similarly, a more disperse particle distribution was fre.
quently associated with increased strength, yet the opposite behavior was
often noted under other conditions.

.

b-

—

—

Genssmer and his co-workers (ref. 2), in 1942, were among the first
to realize the benefits’of a quantitative study of the strength of par.
ticulate alloys. Their analysis of the tensile strength of steels heat-
treated to various microstructure showed that the strength decreased
linearly as the logarithm of the mean free path between the particles
increased, regardless of the specific shape or amounts of the psrticles.
Roberts, Carruthers, and Averbach (ref. 3) confirmed the essential
aspects of Gensamerls findings. Later, Shaw and co-workers (ref. 4)
reported that a better correlation existed for overaged aluminum-copper

.

A
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. alloys when the logarithm of the strength was plotted against
rithm of the mean free path. Furthermore, they too concluded
strength did not depend on the smount of the dispersed phase.

4

5

the loga-
that the

The latter conclusion conflicted with other published results on
tempered carbon steels. Shimura and Esser (ref. 5) correlated the hard-
ness of tempered steels with the nmnber of cerbide particles per unit
area. They found that, contmry to the results previously quoted, a
family of smooth curves resulted for the different csrbon compositions.
Hyam and Nutting (ref. 6) plotted the pxrticle spacing of carbides in
tempered steels versus the hardness at romn temperature snd also found
a compositional dependence on the carbon content. They used the electron”
microscope to extend the resolution to particles less than a micron in
diemeter. It is remarkable that they obtined no agreement with any
existing theory of particle hardening. The differences between their
results and those of previous investigators were attributed to the finer
range of particles covered by them, where the effect of volume fraction
of precipitate is more marked. They did express the belief that sub-
stantial confirmation of Gensamer’s linear relationship was obtained,
but sharp breaks in some of their curves make this conclusion hsxd to
accept.

The tensile properties of particulate alloys have been reported
recently in some detail in a series of papers. Keeler (ref. 7) tested
zirconium-chrcmium alloys at temperatures between -195° and ~00° C.
He concluded that a linear relationship existed between the flow stress
and the volume fraction of zirconium dichloride, even though slight
additional strengthening effects were noted in those alloys with more
numerous, finer particles. The volume fraction of precipitate was
calculated from the phase diagrsm snd the assumed densities of the
phases. The data did not clesrly disttiguish between the theoreti-
cal predictions of particle hardening advanced by Orowan (ref. 8) or by
Fisher, Eart, and Pry (ref. 9). Eibbard and Hart (ref. 10) showed that
the increment in flow stress due to the precipitate in copper-chromium
alloys increased with the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. This
increase was not linear, however, contrary to Keeler’s findings. Agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions of l!lsher,Hart, and Rcy was
obtained by Reiter and Hibbard (ref. 11) working with iron-molybdenum
slloys, and also by Eibbard and Hart, with copper-chromium slloys. In
both of these investigations the volume fraction of the precipitate was
calculated.

A comprehensive coverage of particulate aluminum-copper-~oy
behavior was undertaken by Giedt, Sherby, and Ibrn (ref. 12) by means

—

of tensile and creep tests at elevated temperatures. The strengths of
two 3-percent-copper alloys, one with a fine particle spacing and a fine

. grain size and the other with a coarse dispersion and a large grain size,
were compared on the basis of their initisl (calculated)mean free paths.
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They found that the alloy with the finer spacing gave higher strengths at
lower and higher stresses, while the coarser spacings resulted in higher
strengths at intermediate stresses. How much of this reversal in rela-
tive strengths is due to changes occurring duri~ the test is problemati-
cal, but data from both the short-time tensile and longer creep test were
correlated on the same curves.

Since Ibrn’s work stands alone, it may be well to discuss a few
other aspects of this investigation. The usual_straight-line relation-
ship was found when the logaritb of the creep~gtresswas plotted against
the logarithm of the minimum creep rate but only at the lower temperatures
of 770 to 2040 C. At higher temperatures, from 277° tg 307° C, unpredict-
able curves were obtained. This is explicable on the basis that grain
growth and stress-inducedprecipitation occurr=dduring the course of
the creep test, but apparently the microstructure were not “examined
afterwards. It is particularly unfortunate that the two dispersion alloys
selected for the detailed examination did not have the same initial grain
size. This would have been desirable in order to delineate more clearly
the effects due to the particle dispersions. ._

The preceding detailed comments have been_pffered in order to empha-
size the need for further work in this important field. It is evident in
this brief review of the few cases where quantitative-studieshave been
attempted that the amount of precipitate has ugually been calculated.
There is now a reasonable basis for suspecting the acctiacy of this method
when small particles are involved. In two cases, reported by Underwood,
Marsh, and Manning (ref. 13) and by Hyam and Nutting (ref. 6), the volume
fraction of the particles was obtained by actual.quantitativemeasurements.
In both cases, an anomalously large amount of precipitate was found above”
that predicted by the phase diagram. Qualitative confirmation of this
effect has been found in the literature. Therefore, it is felt that in
any investigation concerned with small particle effects the amounts of
precipitate.shouldbe measured directly, if at all possible.

.

L-

- -

—

—

..

A point which warrants closer attention is the effect of changes in
the concentration of the matrix of alloys testdi at different temperatures.
In order to evaluate accurately the particle-strengtheningincrement AS
of the alloy, it is necessary to subtract the contribution to strength of
the solid solution. The resulting AS then reveals the increase in
strength ascribable to the presence of the particles.

In addition to these experimental studies, a number of theoretical
analyses have been advanced. They are based Egely on dislocation theory
of plastic flow and require the use of several simplifying assumptions.
The assumptions made are that the particles are (1) spherical, (2) uniform
in size, (3) randomly dispersed in the matrix, and (k) do not deform with
the matrix. It is evident that all these conditions are seldom, if ever,
encountered in practice.
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Orowan (ref. 8) extended the theory of precipitation hsrdening put
forward by Mott and Nabarro (ref. 14) to include the case of coarse,
overaged precipitates. A dislocation line, held up by apsir of par+’”’--
of spacing A, was imagined to bulge between the particles under an
applied stress until loops of radius A/2 were formed at the yield
stress cry. His expression, in the notation of the present paper,

2Gd
aY=y- (1)

where G is the shear modulus and d is the atomic spacing, predicts
that the strength of an alloy should be proportional to the reciprocal
of the spacing. It will be recalled that Genssmer found that the strength
varied inversely with the logsrithm of the mean free path. In reference 4
the authors applied the concepts of both Gensamer end Orowan to their data
but concluded that the log~itbm of the mean free path correlated better
with the logarithm of the flow stress.

A different hardening mechanism, proposed by Fisher, Hart, and Pry
in reference 9, was based on snother dislocation model. Particles inter.
setting the slip plane are surrounded by many small closed dislocation
loops. The loops set up back stresses which raise the effective critical
stress of all Frank-Read sources in the plane. The hardening increment
identified with these back stresses is given

Th = 3f3/2 N
R

by

(2)

where R is the radius of the circular trace of the psrticles inter-
sected by the slip plane; N is the number of dislocation loops around
each psrticle; f is the volume fraction of the precipitate, and Th is

the hardening increment, or the difference in stress for equal strain of
the two-phase structure and the single-phase matrix. T%eir expression
predicts that the hsrdening increment should vary inversely with the
particle radius. Some agreement with experiment was claimed, although
the scatter was considerable.

An expression relating mechanical properties K to the distance h
between particles (or phases) was derived by Unckel (ref. 15), who con-
sidered the shearing forces acting in successive layers below the plsne
of application of the deforming stresses. His equation,

K = ae-bA + c (3)
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where a, b, and c are constants, appears to have general application
not only to his diverse data but also to the data of other investigators
(refs. 2, 3, and 4). It was found, as shown by Westbrook in reference 4,
that Unckel’s function provided a better fit to the experimental data than
did the expressions suggested by the authors of references 2, 3, and 4.
Furthermore, his formulation has the merit that, at zero spacing, the
deformation strength of the second phase is given by a plus c, and at
infinite spacing the deformation strength of the ~trix is equal to c.

The e~erimental investigations and theoretical treatments are
laudable attempts at clarification of the problem of particle hardening.
However, the generality of the results is necessarily limited by the
assumptions introduced. Also, it is necessary to restrict the experi-
mental scope-in order to reduce the large n.mber of yariables involved. -.
Westbrook has classified all the pertinent variables into two categories:

(1) !t’hemicrostructur alfactors:the amount, size, shape, and dis-
tribution of the second phase

(2) The physical factors, or the properties of the matrix and ,
embedded phase: the ductility, strength, work-hardening capacity,
crystallographicmisfit, interracial energy, and interracial bond strength

Because of the multiplicity of variables involved, it is necessary to
investigate only a few of the most significant factors and to attempt to
hold the others reasonably constant. It is believed that the microstruc-
tural factors are the more important because, in almost every case, the
strength correlations have been obtained with either the amount, size, or
spacing of the particles. These correlations may be taken as evidence
that interracial energy, interracial bond stren@h, and so forth, are
relatively unimportant in alloys with incoherent particles. .

EQUIIllENTAND EXPERIMENTAL PRCK!EDURES ““

Specimens

Four alloys of 1, 2, 3, and 4 weight percent copper were prepared
from 99.996 percent aluminum and 99.999 percent copper. The details of
melting and fabrication have been recorded in a previous report, refer-
ence 13. Spectrographic and chemical analyses are listed in table I for
the four sections of each ingot.

The bulk of the creep smd tensile testing was performd on flat

tensile specimens 211 inches long,
z

~ inch wide at the shotiders, and
16

~ inch thick. The gage sections were 0.250 inch wide and 1 inch long.
8

.

a
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. Other tests utilized a 7-inch flat tensile specimen or a flat tandem

f
specimen 7 inches long.

4

After heat treatment to an ASTM grain size of O A 1, the specimens
were electropolished in a glacial acetic acid and perchloric acid solu-
tion. Knoop indenter impressions were placed 1 inch apart on the gage
section of the short specimens and were used as gage marks during the
creep rtis.

Creep Measurements

The creep equipment was housed in a constant-temperature room at 26°
f 10 co The furnace temperatures could be controlled within _k2°C, and
the temperature variation along the specimen was held to within @2° C.

Direct loading was utilized for the constant-load creep runs, and
the applied load was determined within 0.1 pound. The creep elongation
was measured optically, from outside the fur~e, with a sensitivity of
about 50 microinches. The pertinent creep data are presented in table II.

Tensile and Hardness Measurements

Room- and elevated-temperature tensile tests were
strain rate of 3.18 percent per minute. The specimens
and pin adaptors and gripped at the shoulders, and the

run at a const=”t
were held by yoke
load was applied

thro-&h a 9;1 lever a&. The stress was dete&ined from a calibrated
ring gage and the strain was read from a dial gage, which could be read
to 0.0001 inch, attached to the upper extension arm. The tests were
usually discontinued shortly after the maximm load was detected.

Room-temperature harnesses were obtained from the tensile-tested
specimens, as well as from untested samples prep~ed for the metallo-
graphic work. A Vickers hardness tester was used with a 10-kilogram
load, and the average of at least four impressions was taken. Tensile
and hardness data are recorded in table III.

X-Ray Methods and Electron Microscopy

An X-ray diffraction examination was performed on ssmples heat-
treated to the desired conditions. Since the grain size was quite large
it was necessary to resort to filings. However, in order to preserve
the actual conditions of the alloys, the filings could not be annealed
prior to the X-ray exposure. Thus, some line broadening due to strain

. could not be avoided. The accuracy was estimated to be within
ko.ml angstrom unit. The X-ray data are summarized in table IV.
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Other tests were made from the surface of the metallographically -

mounted samples with an RDX-3 spectrometer ~de by the General Electric Co.
In these cases sharp peaks were obtained giting agreement with.the resfits

—

from the filings within the limit of experi~ntal accuracy (*0.0006 ang-
~–

strum unit). Figure 1 gives an idea of the unusual X-ray data obtained
under these conditions. Alloys were given the indicated heat treatments,
then were analyzed spectrographically,and subjected to both types of
X-ray measurements mentioned above. No matrix compositions should fall “--
above the solid line, and the overaged alloy–values should conform closely
to the dashed line. These data are discussed later, and some justifica-
tion of the anomalous results is offered. Selected samples were also
photographed at magnifications of x6,000 or_X18,()~ by means of the —

electron microscope from shad~ed silicon replicas obtained from a
plastic impression.

Quantitative Metallography

Fow”main types of quantitative measurements were made on represen-
tative alloys:

(1) A lineal analysis was made by the method described in refer-
ence 16. A microscope, Hurlbut co~ter~ and movable ~croscoPe stage
gave volume fraction of the second phase. _ .—

..

(2) A method of analysis described by Scheil in reference 17 was
used. The areas of spherical particles were traced from their images
projected on the screen of a I?auschand Lomb metallograph. The areas
were then measured with a planimeter, and a modified version of the
analysis by Schwartz (ref.

.-
18) was applied to the two-di~nsional @taJ,-

(3) A chord-intercept method described.by Lord and Willis in ref- -
erence 19 was used. A random straight linealong the Plane of polish
was intercepted by the circulsr traces of the spherical particles. The

—.
chord lengths were measured individually by means of the Hurlbut counter.

(4) The lengths smd thicknesses of platelike precipitates were
obtained from photomicrographs at a magnifi~gtion of X1,500. Individual
measurements of the thickness of each fine platelet were not warranted at ‘- -
this magnification; therefore an average thickness was determined and
assigned to all platelets in each photomicrograph. However, the length
of each platelet was recorded individus.lly. The method outl~ed by
FulL.uauin reference 20 was used to analyze the data.

The volume fraction of spherical precipitate was measured primarily
by means of lineal analysis; however, the Scheil and the Lord and Willis
analyses also yielded the same information. The results from these three .
methods agreed closely with a maximum deviation of about 0.2 volume
percent.

.
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.
The mean particle size (or radius) was determined from the Scheil

or Lord and Willis analyses, or from the equations of FuUman. The
4 volumetric mean free path and the mean planar particle spacing (center

to center) were calculated from area or lineal particle-density counts
and were determined over a wide range of values. Quantitative particle
data are summarized in table V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The problem of obtaining the desired types and amounts of precipi-
tate particles was attacked from two directions. In one case spherical
particles were first developed by overaging, then partially redissolved
in the single-phase field for various times in order to produce lesser
smounts of spherical particles. In the other case a platelike precipi-
tate was developed from single-phase alloys by aging at selected temper-
atures. These temperatures were determined by previous studies (ref. 13)
to be those where the rate of age-hardening was a maximum.

Figure 2 depicts schematically the temperatures involved in heat
treating each of the four alloys and also the solvus between the single-
end two-phase regions and the temperatures where the alloys overage the
fastest. At the latter temperatures less than 30 minutes sre required
to overage the four alloys; therefore the 3 days at temperature should
result in alloys close to equilibria.

The detaib of heat treatment me given in table VI. For the
spherical particles l&sted for k-percent-copper alloys, a short high-
temperature anneal was given (1) before overaging (eI particles) or

.
(2) after overaging (e~l particles). The anneal entreatment (1)

relieved strains due to prior cold-work and gave a large grain size
. before overaging. Treatment (2) brought the grain size to that desired

and also rounded off the particles considerably. In adtition, the
smount of precipitate was diminished about 0.12 volume percent by the
high-temperature anneal. Next, for both series of alloys the particles
were progressively dissolved at a lower temperature within the single-
phase field. In tfis way further grain growth was minimized and succes-
sively smaller size distributions of spherical particles were produced.
Examples of the degree of sphericity attained by procedures (1) and (2)
(table VT) are shown in the photomicrographs in figure 3. Note the
unusually large particle spacings.

It should be noted that the preliminary soak at 540° C was essential
in order to form platelets. If the cold-worked alloys were aged directly

k at their respective temperatures, the particles were largely spherical;
whereas, if they were annealed first, removing the residual strains from

.
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cold-working, the metastable platelike e’
Exsmples of f3’ precipitates are shown in
4-percent-copper alloys.

The increment of hardening ascribable

NACA TN 4372

.“
particles could persist.
figure 4 for the 2-, 3-, and

.—
h

to the particles is considered
to be the difference in strength of the particulate alloy and that of an
alloy.with the same composition as the accompanying matrix. By overaging
the alloys at different temperatures, the matrix solid solutions will
have different copper contents. Also, the matrix compositions will be
different when the precipitate is partially dissolved. Thus, rather
extreme experimental conditions are available for evaluation of the
particle-hardening increment. X-ray lattice parameter measurements give
the effective copper content of the matrix, and the strength of this
single phase can be’calcul.atedforlthe same conditions of temperature
and stress as those under which the actual alloy was tested. Obviously,
for temperatures and compositions that fall within the two-phase region,
the strength of a single-phase alloy cannot be measured. However, the
strengths of single-phase alloys can be measured at temperatures above
the SOIVUS and at room temperature, so the single-phase data can be inter-
polated between low and high temperatures. The reliability of this inter-
polation is aided considerably by the fact tXat the complete strength-
temperature curve can be obtained experimentally for pure aluminmu.
Furthermore, references 21 to 25 indicate that the strength-temperature
curves ofnearly all materials have qualitatively the same general shape.

—

This point has been discussed in some detail because of the impor-
tance of these curves in calculating the strengthening increment due to
particles. One further point should be recalled at this time. Since
the strength properties under consideration here include both tensile
and creep -data (e.g., the minimum creep rate), it is advisable to incor-
porate both types of data in the single-phase curves. This is accomplished .
readily by plotting the strength data against a temperature-strain-rate
parameter, such as the Larson-Miller parameter (ref. 26) or Z parameter
as used by Sherby and Dorn [ref. ~), instead of against temperature alone. .

Figure 5 presents the plot of strength (creep stress or ultimate
tensile strength) versus a temperature—strain-rate parameter for aluminum
and the four aluminum-copper alloys. ~ta from references 21, 28, 2g,
and 30 have been incorporated into this diagrsm to augment the data
obtained in this investigatiori. The curve for pure aluminum is particu-
larly well documented, both by tensile and creep data.

Much of the experimental creep testing was performed at a stress of
2,4oo psi and a temperature of 300° C, and the minimum creep rates were
calculated for hypothetical single-phase alloys under these conditions.
The resulting curve appears in figure 6. The bump in the curve near
2 percent copper is apparently a real effect, and corresponds to a .

retardation in the rate of age-hardening that occurs near this temperature
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.
and composition (see ref. 13). It will be noticed that the lowest mini-
mum creep rate is plotted at the top of figure 6 and that the larger creep

d rates are at the bottom. In this way, the more creep resistant the alloy,
the higher it appears on the plot. The room-tinrperaturetensile-strength
curve for single-phase alloys was calculated from figure 5 and is shown
in figure 7, along with the experimentally determined points. The bmp
occurs in this curve also, but ttis iS ~*rstan*ble if it is recalled
that thebe alloys, although considered single phase at room temperature,
are still thermodynamically unstable. Their roam-temperature properties
may be reflecting to some extent the influences that were operative at
higher temperatures.

After the desired spherical and pl.atelikeprecipitate particles were
produced, it was necessary to evaluate their characteristics quantita-
tively. A knowledge of such characteristics as volumiefraction, mean
radius, mean free path, planar spacing, density of P~ticles (lineal or
area), and thickness-to-diameter ratio of the platelets is highly
desirable.

Several methods are known whereby the volume fraction of a phase
can be obtained from measurements on the two-dimensional plane of polish.
Lineal analysis (ref. 16) is perhaps the bsst of these methods, since no
assumptions are required of the paticle size> shape> or distribution; the
only requirements are that the phase he tisible and distinguishable under
the microscope and that a statistically sufficient coverage be obtained.

. By comparing the relative lengths of random lines intersectedby the pre-
cipitate with the total length of the line, the volme fraction is
obtained directly. The equality of lineal ratio, area ratio, and volume
ratio is expressed by

.

.

where L, A, and V refer
and the subscripts p and

kP-AP_vp (4)
% A-t Vt

to length, area, and volume, respectively,
t denote particle and to-l, respectively.

Other ways in which the volume fraction of precipitate can be
obtained are by the Scheil (ref. 17) analysis, or by the method proposed
by Lord and Willis (ref. 19). Both analyses permit the derivation of
the three-dimensional particle characteristics from the trace of the
particles on the two-dimensional plane of polish. The Scheil analysis
utilizes a particle-area distribution curve, while the Lord and Wi~iS
method depends on the distribution curve of chord lengths intercepted by
those particle traces which bit a random straight line. The assumptions
required in these analyses are that the particles have spherical shapes
and that a statistical coverage is obtiined.
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If a simple geometrical shape can be assumed for the particles, the
volume fraction can be calculated easily from measurements of the
appropriate dimensions of all particles (ref..20). It is assumed that
9’ platelets have the shape of a circular disk. Since it is very dif-
ficult to be completely certain that some slight etching effect has not
disturbed the true thickness of these platelets, an average thickness
was applied to all platelets in any one alloy. Thus, the volume frac-
tion f is equal to

(5)

where NA is the number of particles per unit area and ~ is the

mem surface area of the particles within a size subdivision i. The
laboriousness of the measurements made it necessary to restrict the size
of the ssmple; therefore the volume fractions should be considered only
as relative--values. Other results, such as the tmckness-to-ti~eter
ratios, should be fairly indicative of the actual platelet characteristics.

,

f.

in
is

Both the volumetric mean free path and planar spacing were obWine~_.
this investigation. The general relationship for the mean free path A
given (refs. 6 and 20) as:

.—
:

(6)

where f is the volume fraction of precipita~e and NL iS the n~ber

of particles per unit length along random line_s. ~s expression is valid ._ .2_
regardless ~f the shape or distribution of sfges of the p@icles. The
reciprocal of NL is S, the mean spacing from payticle center to centi”r. ~ ._

For small particles S is much the ssme as the mesm free path. It can
be seen that, for small values of f, S is also practically eqval to
A. The relative ease of measuring NL makes S the preferred measure

—

of interparticle distance.

The mean radius of spherical particles ~ can be calculated
(ref. 31) by means of the expression:

—

.—

—

2-riniF=— (7)

2- ni
.
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where ni is the number of particles of radius ri and i designates
the number of the subdivision into which the particles have been
subdivided.

The surface density of particles NA snd the ltieal density NL

were obtained by counting the nmnber of particles on a given area from
photographs and by counting the number of particles intersected by a
random line across the microstructure, respectively. Since the number
of particles which can be seen increases with the magnification, it is
preferable to make comparisons involving particle densities with data
obtained at the same magnification.

Spherical Particles

Table VI describes tpe three ways in which spherical particles were
produced. For the spherical particles obtained at SOIVUS temperature,
the creep rate, tensile strength, and hardness values are compared as a
function of solution time in figure 8. Again the logarithm of the creep
rate has been plotted on a reversed scale, the higher the curve, the
more creep resistant the alloys. The properties at the longer solution
times, even up to 2 hours, do not appear to have reached their maximum
values. Ultimately, however, the alloys should approach the single-
phase condition and the strengths should decrease if the particles are
responsible for the strengthening effects.

The creep resistance of the l-percent-copper alloy decreases as
solution time increases from O ta 15 minutes, but the mean particle
spacing also decreases, as shown in figure 9. This behatior is consis-
tent with that found for the other alloys, in that as the measured
strength values increase, so do the particle spacings. Thus, it
appears that the stronger alloys are associated with the coarser
spacings. However, it will be shown later that the increased strength
obtained at longer solution times is due primarily to the enrichment of
the matrix as the particles are dissolved.

The progressive improvement of the creep properties, as the over-
aged alloys are given increasingly longer solution times, is seen in
figure 10. For any one composition the time needed to reach a creep strain
of 2 percent increases as the solution time increases (to 60 minutes).
Data for single-phase alloys in which precipitation occurred during creep
are included to emphasize the relative improvement of creep resistance in
alloys with the higher initial matrix composition as compared with that
of alloys with a more depleted matrix. In fact, calculated strengths of
hypothetical single-phase alloys fall near the curve for the alloy given
‘6o minutes of solution treatment. This means that the measured strength

. of the particulate alloy is less, in spite of the strengthening effect of
the particles, because of the lowered matrix strength.

.
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It should be reemphasized that the particle spacing measurements were
made before the creep test. Photomicrographs of the specimens taken after
the creep test invariably showed profuse additional stress-induced precipi-
tation throughout the alloy (see fig. 11). This point is all too fre.
quently glossed over; or left unmentioned, in the literature. The fact
that correlations csm be made in terms of the initial microstructural
characteristics reflects the marked persistence of the initial state on
the subsequent alloy behavior. On the other hand, it may be that corre-
lations between initial properties and the me~ured strength values are
obtained only because the correct relative standings of the alloys are
unchanged. In either case, the initial state appears to be a satisfactory
criterion of alloy strength.

Lattice-parsmeter measurements of the matrix of alloys listed in
table VI, under heat treatments of 0 particles at SOIVUS temperatures
we’reobtained before creep-testing. The corresponding copper contents
were calculated from the lattice-parameter data of Axon and Hme-Rothery
(ref. 32). The percent copper in the matrix of these alloys is plotted
versus the mean particle spacing of the alloy in figure 12(a). The double
points at each spacing stem fran the two types of X-ray measurements that
were made, one from Unannealed filings ~d the_other from bulk specimens.
The two distinct curves do not appear to be related too closely with one
another and do not yield one continuous curve dependent on only the
spacing.

.

—

..

The graph in figure 12(b) gives the measured minimum creep rate
versus the mean particle spacing for a temperaj~e of 3000 C amd a stress
of 2,4oo pSi. Except for a few minor differences, the curves in fig-
ure 12(a) parallel those in figure 12(b) qualitatively. For the same
particle spacing the overall strength of the alloy varies with the copper
content of the matrix; therefore maximum strength should be attained near
the limit of volubility. The efficacy of the matrix has been reported’

.

also in iron-base alloys (ref. 33) and may be the explanation of the
increased strengths with solution time reported in reference 34. How-
ever, the possibility of particle size effects should not be ruled out.
The abrupt increases in creep resistance which occur near the same
spacings also involve a smaller mean particle size. The greater strength- “- -
ening effects of small particles is in accord with the theoretical treat-
ment advsmced by Fisher, Hart, and Pry in reference 9.

The curves shown in figure 12(c) were obtained from figure 6 for
single-phase alloys with the same composition as the matrix as revealed
by X-ray measurements. If solid-solution strengthening is provided a
major part of the strength in these alloys, the similarity of creep rate
curves in figures 12{b) and 12(c) would not be entirely unexpected. In
order to separate the effects due to particles, the difference between
the curves in figures 12(b) and 12(c) must be taken. Further considera-
tion of these data will be deferred until later when all the results for
spherical particles will be presented.

.

.
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. An analysis similar to the preceding one can be made for the alloys
with spherical particles given special heat treatments as indicated in

a Table VI. Relationships involving the volume percent precipitation and
percent copper in the matrix are presented for these alloys in figure 13.
The data in figuxe 13(a) were obtained by lineal analysis using the
Hurlbut counter. Note the small amounts of precipitate involved. The
slight rise preceding the final drop to-d O-percent precipitation has
been shown by Hyam and Nutting (ref. 6) to be characteristic of larger
particles. Smaller particles tend to dissolve immediately. Electron-
microscope pictures of the eII. alloys taken at x6,000 showed a pro-

gressive decrease in the nunber of smaller particles as the solution
time increased. Since these smaller particles were still large enough
b be seen at Xl,~, they were not omitted from the particle density
counts.

The matrix compositions shown in figure 13(b) vary inversely with
the volume percent of precipitation, and this is shown directly in fig-
ure 13(c). The data point calculated from the phase diagram (2.6 volume
percent) can be compared with the Ell point at only zero solution time

(0.95 volume percent). It appears that the deficiency of precipitate is
related to the excess copper in the matrix. Regardless of whether the
copper is in the matrix or in the precipitate, and regardless of the
artificiality of the means employed to get these various combinations
of precipitate amounts and matrix compositions, a linear relationship
is obtained. The extensive data of Hymn and Nutting also reveal a linear
relationship between loge(Nv) and lo&(S). Such interrelationships

reduce the number of variables needed to describe the behavior of par-
ticulate alloys and explain why the mean spacing S is so generally
satisfactory as the primary variable.

.
Curves similar to those shown in figure 12 are reproduced for the

01 and 811 alloys in figure 14. Again the matrix compositions parallel

the curves of measured and calculated minimwn creep rates, and again no
continuous curve is seen. If the difference in minimum creep rate between
the alloy and its matrix is plotted versus particle spacipg for all the
alloys with spherical particles, the results shown in figure 15 are
obtained. The tensile strength curve in figure 15(a) is to be thought of
as the increase in strength due only to particles. It was obtained the
same way that the creep curve in figure 15(b) was determined. Although
there is considerable scattir in the data at the larger particle spacings,
the trend is readily apparent. Much of the scatter stems from some
erratic X-ray data, which indicated more copper in the matrix of the alloy
than in the entire alloy. Use of these anomalous values is responsible
for the negative increases in tensile strength. With more reasonable
X-ray values, qualitatively the same type of curve would be obtained.

.

.
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An alternate approach to this problem, which eliminates the anomalous - _
X-ray data, is to calculate the matrix compositions of the overaged —
alloys from the phase diagram. The matrix composition of alloys given a *7
15-minute solution treatment can then be calculated by adding the change
in copper_content indicated by X-ray measurements to the equilibrium con-
centrations. This procedure yields more reasonable values of composition
and insures that all the Increases in tensile strength are positive. The
results are summarized in figure 16. The data therein correspond to the
tensile data of figure 15 between spacings of O and 0.2 millimeter. The
dashed line represents the numerous data taken frOm reference 4: for 3-)
4-, and 5-percent-copper alloys. However, the calculated spacings given
in reference 4 We seriously inconsistent and have been recalculated
from the basic data. For spacings of about 0.07 millimeter (50 microns)
and less, the usual increase in particle strengthening versus decreasing
particle spacing is obtained. The unusual feature of”this curve is that
at spacings greater than about 50 microns, the particle strengthening
increases with increased spacing to a large value near 700 microns (but
finally must return to zero strength as the-spacing becomes infinite).

The reason this effect has not beenrecognized more generally is
probably due to the restricted range of spacings stutied previously.
The maximum spacings utilized by several investigators are indicated
along the abscissa of figure 16 and generally did not exceed about
50 microns. It is apparent that the critical spacing for aluminum alloys
has hardly been exceeded in these other investigations. This same criti-
cal limit may apply to steels, if the calculation by Westbrook (see
ref. 4) of a critical spacing of about 5.0microns is valid.

—

The curves of figures 15 and 16 also suggest that appreciable
increases in particle strengthening can be obtained with alloys posses-

—

sing a relatively coarse particle distribution. Although the increased *

creep resistance in alloys with an initial spacing greater than the
critical might be attributed .tothe new, fine, stress-inducedprecipitate,
no such explanation is available for the same alloys that were tensile- .

tested at room temperature. The similarity of the curves in figure 15
also points to a common basis for their strength behavior, and one that

—

does not depend on precipitation. It may be that the initial particle
distribution determines the strain patterns set up within the alloy when
it is stressed and that the ensuing localized lattice fragmentation
provides the main resistance to plastic deformation. Subsequent pre-
cipitation merely accmmnodates itself throughout the lattice and does not
contribute significantly to the strength already established by the
existing fragmentation pattern. These speculations have not been justi-
fied experimentally, yet the similarity of the tensile strength and creep
resistance curves forces one to attach a greater degree of importance to
the initial structure of the alloys than would be suspected.

.

.
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Platelike Particles

The heat treatments given the alloys to obtain platelike particles
e’ we shown in table W. A brief solution treatment before aging
found to be necessary for the formation of platelike particles.

Exsnples of the microstructure are presented in figure 4 for alloys of
2, 3, and 4 percent copper. The precipitate in the l-percent-copper
alloys was unresolvable at Xl,500 under the light microscope, but a
dense array of dotlike precipitate, much like that shown by Wilsdorf
and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf in reference 35, was revealed by electron micro-
scope pictures at a magnification of Ki_8,0@3.

Room-tempera@re properties of the alloys after various times at
their aging temperatures are portrayed in figure 17. As the “agingtime
increases, the hardness, tensile strength, and particle spacing
decreases. It is seen that the measured strength decreases with finer
spacings. However, the matrix is being depleted of copper as precipita-
tion proceeds, so it again appears that the decrease in matrix strength
is not compensated for by the strengthening effects from the particles.
Finite values of particle spacing are assigned the single-phase alloys
at zero aging time since some particles or inclusions could be seen.

Erratic X-ray data were obtained from some of the specimens aged
to produce a platelike precipitate. The copper content of the matrix
is plottedas a function of aging time, as shown in figure 18(a). The

—

cuxves should start from the overall composition of the alloy, then
decrease to the equilibrium values indicated on the graph. Instead,
unpredictabledips and rises precede the attainment of final equilibrium.

‘Theminimum creep rates also exhibited unusual results as shown in
figure 18(b). After 5-minute prior aging, and at low stresses, the
creep resistance of the alloy decreased, then rose again after longer
aging times. A decrease in creep resistance after aging in other alloys
has been reported (ref. 36). Some parallelism seems to exist between the
X-ray results and those from creep tests, although the dips in the
minimum-creep-rate curves tend to flatten out at higher stresses.

Further ~ustification for these unusual data may be deduced from
known precipitation and dilatation measurements. The systematic decrease
in the copper content of the matrix, at 5 minutes’ aging time, with
increasing alloy composition suggests a connection with the kinetics of
the precipitation process. For the aging temperatures used here; the
alloys with the greater copper content would react to a greater extent
in the 5-minute period (ref. 13). Since a decrease in the copper content
of the matrix corresponds to an increase in the amount of precipitate, an
anomalously low matrix composition may be associated with the anomalously
high amount of stress-induced precipitation reported in this system.

.
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Furthermore, the dilatation measurements of Lankes and Wassermann in ref. “
erence 37 for aging aluminum alloys containing k percent copper revealed
an early, anomalous expansion which was attributed to the formation of
the e’ phase. An increase in the lattice parameter corresponds, as

~ -—

shown by X-ray data, to a decrease in the copper content of the matrix
or to the state of strain within the lattice, and may not be due
entirely to a simple loss of copper atom6.

By the ssme token, the smomalously large increase in copper content
of these alloys may be associated with a marked contraction of the lattice
due to the type of precipitate evolved. For example, the precipitate in
the l-percent-copper alloys, as was seen in the electron-microscope
pictures, consisted of finely dispersed, sp~erical particles. —

With the available experimental results, the difference in minimu
creep rates of the alloy and matrix were calculated as described before.
The resulting increase in creep resistance is shown versus particle
spacing in figure 19(a) for a test temperature of 200° C and a creep
stress of 6,(xI0psi. Again, a recalculated spacing has been used with
the data of Giedt, Sherby, and Dorn (ref. 12), and their point is included
for purposes of comparison. Room-temperature tensile strengths were uti-
lized to give the curve in figure 19(b), and a qualitative similarity to
the curve in figure 19(a) is evident. This similarity of shape implies
that the effect of the initial microstructure persists throughout the
test and is essentially unaffected by precipitation during creep.

There are marked differences between these curves for alloys with
platelike precipitate and those in figure 15 for alloys with spherical.
particles. The most striking difference, perhaps, is that the strength
increase due to platelets increases with increasing particle spacing.
This is contrary to the behavior observed for spherical particles.
Furthermore, the critical spacing appears to be about 15 microns for the

“

platelets. At room temperature the particle strengthening of platelets
reaches about double the highest value obtained by spherical particles.

These differences may be considered from the standpoint of the type
of particle involved or of the experimental conditions. A clue to the
possible role played by the particle shape is afforded by the results of
Giedt, Sherby, and Dorn. Data from their creep measurements (with the
same alloy) are included in both figures 15 and 19, and are seen to
agree with the creep Wta from this investigation. Thus, it may be con-
cluded that particle shape does not determine the slope of the curve of
particle strengthening versus spacing.

However, other findings by Giedt, Sherby, and Dorn, (embodied in
their fig. 5) may be utilized to rationalize the results from all the
creep data. The curves in their figure 5 i~dicate three regions,
according @ the stress involved, in which the relative strengths of

.

.
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alloys with fine and coarse particle spacings are reversed. The three
regions are indicated for alloys with spherical particles in the sche-
matic drawing, figure 20. At high and low stresses the stronger alloys
have finer spacings, while at intermediate stresses, alloys with coarser
spacings have the higher creep stress.

It can now be recognized that the creep data in figure 15(b) and
the creep data in figure 19(b) fall into the low- and intermediate-stress
regions, respectively, with behavior appropriate to their location (see
locations 1 and 2 in fig. 20). Of course, the agreement with the findings
reportid in reference 12, is valid only for particle spacings less than the
critical. If a l+rger range of spacings were encompassed, it would be
possible to obtain entirely different behatior.

The results from the tensile tests are more ~biguous than those for
creep, because they do not fit in with the simple picture based on the
curves for spheres in figure 20. !Lhetensile data for the spherical par-
ticles appear to fall in the M.gh-stress region, since the finer spacings
yield higher strengths than the coarse. This would correspond to loca-
tion 5 in figure 20. However, the tensile tits for alloys with platelets
should also fall at location 5, but instead the behavior corresponds
to that found at location 4. Thus, in order to reconcile all the data
it appears necessary to postulate two sets of curves, one for alloys with
spherical particles, and one for alloys with platelets. Then the creep
data at 6,0Q0 psi for platelets would be shifted to location 3 in fig-
ure 20 without incurring any change in lxshavior,since locations 2 and 3
both fall in the intermediate-stress region. Therefore, the behavior of
alloys with either spheres or platelets should be the sane at 6,OOO psi.

On the basis of the picture presented in figure 20, distinct differ-
ences due to p=ticle shape should be expected in certain stress ranges..
Because of the overlapping of some regions, the same behavior can be
obtained in alloys with spherical particles as with platelets. confirma-
tion of the curves in reference 12, showing the relative strengths of
alloys with fine and coarse spacings, was accomplished. Further verifi-
cation of the scheme presented in figure 20 must await more extensive
experimental investigation.

For both kinds of particles s~lar curves of matrix strength and
measured strength at equal particle spacings were noted in spite of the
particle-strengthening effects. This observation attests to the impor-
tance of solid-solution strengthening to alloy strength. Furthermore,
it is shown that heavy precipitation can weaken an alloy because of the
accompanying severe depletion of the matrix. By dissolution of the pre-
cipitate particles and consequent enrichment of the matrix, the strength
of the particulate alloy approaches the calculated strength of a single-
phase alloy with the ssme overall composition. Thus, the ~um
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Comparisons With Theory

The results of the comparisons reported iu this section are mostly
negative in character, in that the available d@a did not conclusively

—

validate or invalidate any theory of particle hardening. This was true
primerily because a wide range of spacings was covered and different
types of particles were investigated; the detailed scrutiny necessary to

—

document any theoretically derived relationship was not performed. —

However, the shape of the curves of particle strengthening versus
spacing for spherical particles conforms to that generally expected;
that is, the particle strengthening is greater-at fine spacings and
decreases up to the critical spacing. Thus, qualitative agreement with
the ideas of Genssmer, Orowan, and Unckel were obtained, as well as with
Darn’s data for aluminum-copper alloys.

A reexamination of the data of Hyam and Nutting revealed that
Unckells formulation was valid down to a spacigg of about 0.5 micron.
At smaller spacings a logarithmic plot of strength versus spacing was
obeyed. A fsmily of curves depending on alloy composition, as reported

——

by HYam and Nutting and by Shimura and Esser, was not noted in this
investigation. Furthermore, separate curves w@.d not be ewected with
the technique used here because subtracting the matrix strength from the

.

measured strengths should give one curve indeps.ndento.fthe overall alloY
compositions.

,-

.
m relationship advanced by Fisher, ~t, and ~ between P~tic~e

radius and strengthening increment was not confirmed because of too much
scatter in the critical plot. The restrictions imposed by their assump.
tions make it highly doubtful, however, that a satisfactory test of their
theory will be obtainable with usual alloys.

On the other hand, it is possible that newer theories will be able
to explain the increase in particle strengthening that occurs above the
critical spacing. The enhanced strengths of alloys with coarser grain
size, under certain conditions, must be closely related to the parallel
effects observed with coarser particle spacings. A comprehensive theory
should incorporate such features if it is to be effectively applied to
high-temperature behavior. ,.

Since no theories of particle hardening deal specificallywith the
effects of platelets on alloy strength, no comparisons with experiment
can be reported. However, if the explanation advanced in the preceding

.

.
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section b explain the different behavior of alloys with platelets is
~ustified, a basis for a theoretical treatment maybe at hand. Such a
treatment should be based on considerations of strain energy due to the
particle shape, with or without coherency strains. The theory should
be able to account for the strains introduced by a superimposed stress,

.-

which may augment or diminish any internal strains. Explanations
involving such factors as valency, temperature, or chemical effects,
including the kinetics of precipitation and diffusion under an external
stress, may conceivably utilize the methods of irreversible thermodynamics.

—

Under the complex situation existing in a particulate alloy, under
stress, and at a high temperature, present-day theory cannot be expected
to lead the way. Rather, by suitable experimental investigations, the
important behavior patterns can be uncovered, thereby indicating the most
fru+tful directions for theoretical study.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of controlled particle sizes and shapes on creep and
tensile strengths have been investigated in aluminum-copper alloys over
a wide range of particle spacings. Heat treatments were divised to yield
particles closely approaching spheres; in other alloys, platelike parti-
cles were developed large enough to be resolved by the light microscope.
Alloys with a wide range of matrix compositions were produced by over-
aging at different temperatures or by partially redissolving the pre-
cipitate in the single--phaseregion. Thus, unusually extreme combina-
tions of matrix concentration and particle spacings are available for
evaluation. The following results and conclusions were obtained from
this investigation.

1. Qus.ntitativemetallographic techniques were applied to an evalu-
ation of such particle characteristics as volume percent precipitation,
mean spacings, mean radius, particle densities (per area or length).
Certain of these characteristics are related, linearly when the precipi-
tates are present in small smounts, which accounts for the b,dequacyof
particle spacing for most correlations with strength properties.

2. Some evidence is msrshalled in support of the unusual X-ray
results obtained with alloys aged to produce platelike particles.
Unexpectedly low copper contents in the matrix may be related to the
anomalously high amounts of precipitate reported in this system, as well
as to an unusual early expansion detected by dilation measurements. The
transient chsracter of these early precipitates may be connected with
the loss in creep resistance that occurs in these alloys.
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3. The hsrdening increment ascribable ta particles is considered
.

to be the difference between the strength of the particulate alloy and
.=

that of a single-phase alloy with the same composition as the matrix in
the alloy. The effective copper content of the matrix is given by X-ray

e-

measurements. A calculated matrix strength, determined for the same con-
—

ditions of temperature and stress as were used to test the specimen, is
obtained from interpolated single-phase curves.

v
Thus, the strengthening

increment due to particles is evaluated. It a~ears that this technique
may be useful with ccmplex alloys, since it offers a way of clearly
distinguishing between particle strengthenin&@nd strengthening due to
solid-solution alloying.

4. A decrease inparti.cle strengthening due to spherical particles —.—

occurs up to a critical spacing of about 50 microns; then, at larger
spacings there is an increase to a large value at spacings near
500 microns. Previous investigators of particle strengthening effects

—

did not study spacings greater than about SO microns, so the increase in
strength at wider spacings was.not detected.

5. Although profuse stress-induced prect-itation occurred during
the creep tests, the strengthening curves derived from both creep and

—

room-temperature tensile data followed qualitatively the same course
when plotted against particle spacing. This similarity of shape implies
that the effect of the initial microstructure persists throughout the
test and is essentially unaffected by precipitation during creep.

6. Reversals in the relative strength of alloys with fine and coarse
particle spacings were found to depend on the.stress range in which the
alloys were tested. For alloys with spacings less than the critical, at
low and high stresses the alloys with finer spacings are stronger, and
the opposite is true at intermediate stresses.l Alloys with platelike . s
particles appear to conform to the ssme type of scheme as do alloys with
spherical particles; however, the stresses where the reversals take place
appear to be slightly different. .

7. For both kinds of particles similar curves of matrix strength and
measured strength at equal particle spacings were noted in spite of the
particle-strengtheningeffects. This observation attests to the impor-
tance of solid-solution strengthening to alloy strength. Furthermore, it
is shown that heavy precipitation can weaken an alloy because of the
accompanying severe depletion of the matrix. ~ dissolution of the pre-
cipitate particles and consequent enrichment of the matrix, the strength
of the particulate alloy approaches the calcmated strength of a single-
phase alloy with the sane overall composition. Thus, the msximum
strengthening effect should be obtained when the matrix composition lies

.-

.

.
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. very near to the saturation limit and when just enough precipitate has
been formed $or optinnnnstrengthener@ of the alloy.

.

Battel.leMemorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio, My 31, 1957 ●
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TABLE I.- SPECTROGRAPHIC AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF

Mmm-coppm ALLOYS

Nominal Chemical Spectrographic analysis,
composition, smalysis, parts per million
?eight percent weight percent

copper copper Silicon Iron
(a)

Lead Magnesium

1 0.99 20 20 (b) 1..0
1.04
1.05
1.04

2 2.04 20 (b) (b) 1.0
2.07 ,
2.07
2.04

3 3.05 20 (b) (b) l.O
3.08
2.95
3.14

4 4.03 20 (b) 20 1.0
k.07
4.14
4.11

aSilicon pickup possible from electrode.

?Not detected; less than 20 parts per million.
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TABm Iv. - X-w immm

trix composition,
Type of Rauinal ut. percent copper

Chamical analysis,
Semm

Cu, u+.. percentparticle
Heat. treatment

Bulk
vt. percent copper

Filiw= epec~~

1. 1 Annealed 0.82 ---- e’1.qj
2 2 Annealed 1.9 ---- *.&
3 Annealed 5.42 ---- 83.19
k : Anuealed 4.~8 ---- 84.15

Spherical particles

e 1-A 1 Overa@d 1.28 1.20 -------------
1-B 1 Overagedplus 15ndn .95 1.19 bo.g6-k 0.98
2-A 2 Overage& .91 .91
2-B

-------------
2 Overagedplue 15 min _ 1.28 1.33 %-.80ta 2.00

3-A 3 Overaged 2.09 2.28 -------------
Overaijedplus 15tin 5.52 3.32 b2.70b 2.80

$:; : Ovemged 1.62 1.~ -------------
b Overagedplus 15’min 2.61 2.71 b3.40to 3.70

eI 1O-A O min at 510° C ---- 3.28
lo-B .: 12 min 8t 5100c ---- 3.32
10-c p min at 51OOC ---- 2.-75
1O-D : 90 tin at 51CP C ---- 5.25

eH 8-A 4 0 tin at 51OOC
8-B

3.75
4 12 min at 5KP C

8-c 4
::; 3.38

~ tin d 51OO C 2.99
8-D 4 90 min at 51OO C 4:04 2.85

Platelikeparticle%

e! 5-A 1 AgedO min at 300°C ---- 0.76
5-B 1 Aged5minat3000C ---- 1.76

1 Aged10 min at XOO C ---- ;-z
;:: 1 Aged30minat~C ---- .

6-A 2 AgedO tin at 35@ C 2.70 ----
2 Aged5 mln at 3500C 1.33 ----

22 2 Aged10 tin at 350°C
6-D

1.19 ----
2 Aged~ min at 35@ C 2.09 ----

7-A AgedO tin at ~“ C 2.56 ----
; Aged5 tin at 390°C .44 ----

;: Aged10 tinat~@ C 4.32 3.80
7-D ;“ Aged~minat~Oo C ---- ----

9-A k Aged12 min at 420°C 4.37 ----

ah~ed @ wet chmd.cal~thode”

bAnalyzedspectrographically.

.

..

.

.
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w v.- PAR!CELScEARAclmImICs
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TKBLE VI. - HEAT TmmdmTG m? ALwItmi-com ALLafs ml OHTHNTNG VAIUOE3 PARTICIECEARAC!OIRISTICS

Particle type

prcduced

Heat tmsatments of 9 particles at 601VUE tsaqeratures

spherical 1 Overaged 3 @s at m“ C plm O or 15 min at 37@ C

2 Overaged 3 days at 31° C pluE O, 15, 60, or 120 min at 415° C

overaged 3 days at %@ C plus O, 15, 40, cm 60 mm at 4700 C

i Ommged 3 diays at 420° C plusO or 1> min at 510° C

Special heat trealzemti of 9 mrticles h k-percent-ecmer allow

spherical,81a 14 Il>minatw , overaged 4.75 days at 42@ C, plue O, 12, m, or 90 min at ~l@ C

I I ,.

Haat treatments of B‘ particlea

Platelike 1 10minat 54CPCplua0, ~,10, Or~minat WC

2 20 mln at ALY C plus O, 5, 10, or m min at 351° C

~minat54CP Cplus0,5,10,0rm mhat3900C

i 30ninat 54cPCulu812 niinat42CP C

a 91 w~des were Prcduced by aging before M.gh.tmperature treatment.

, ,
Ill!

, ,
!1 ‘1 ,,

. .

=i

6
--3
m
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solution temperatures

o I 2 3 4 5

Weight Percent Copper in AHOY

(Spectrographic)

Figure l.- X-ray measurements of matrix lattice parameters in oversged
aluminum-copper alloys.
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Figure 2.- Heat-treatment temperatures for aluminum-copper alloys.
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(~) e~I St2.WCtWe, o DIhUte

510° C; unetched; X1OO.
at- (b)
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.=

eH structure; etching SOh-

tion, 1.5 cubic centimeters
hydrochloric acid, 3.5 cubic
centimeters nitric acid, and
195 ctiic centimeters water;
crept at 2000 C under 7,500 psi;
x~o.

.-.

(c) 91 structure; 90 minutes at 510° C;

Keller’s etch; X250.

Figure 3.- Spherical precipitate psrticles in aluminum alloyficontaining

k percent copper.
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Tensile Data

o Carrekerand Hibbard, (ref.21)
‘A Sherby, Anderson, and Dorn, (ref. 28F (

A This investigation

Creep Data
3% Cu

—
_ x Servi and Gront, (ref. 29) %
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■ Gemmiil and Gront, (ref.30) Al 2 % Cu
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❑ Present investigation I I I
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etch. Initial condition was heavily overaged to large spherical
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Figure 15.- Increase in tensile strength and creep strength of aluminum-
copper alloys over that of alloy matrix versus mean spacing of
spherical particles. Matrix compositions derived from uncorrected
X-ray lattice parameters.
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